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ABSTRACT: Bond exchange via neighboring group-assisted reactions in
dynamic covalent networks results in efficient mechanical relaxation. In
Nature, the high reactivity of RNA toward nucleophilic substitution is
largely attributed to the formation of a cyclic phosphate ester intermediate
via neighboring group participation. We took inspiration from RNA to
develop a dynamic covalent network based on β-hydroxyl-mediated
transesterifications of hydroxyethyl phosphate triesters. A simple one-step
synthetic strategy provided a network containing phosphate triesters with
a pendant hydroxyethyl group. 31P solid-state NMR demonstrated that a
cyclic phosphate triester is an intermediate in transesterification, leading
to dissociative network rearrangement. Significant viscous flow at 60−100
°C makes the material suitable for fast processing via extrusion and
compression molding.

■ INTRODUCTION

Dynamic covalent networks (DCNs) are covalently cross-
linked polymers that undergo bond exchange under an external
stimulus such as heat or light. Thermally activated DCNs show
mechanical properties comparable to those of thermosets at
low temperatures while at elevated temperatures, they become
reprocessable like thermoplastics via bond exchange-mediated
network rearrangement.1−6 Such properties have resulted in
extensive efforts to develop a wide range of dynamic covalent
chemistries for use in DCNs with various applications.7 Based
on the network rearrangement mechanism, DCNs have been
classified into associative and dissociative networks. In a
dissociative DCN, the dissociation of an existing bond
precedes the formation of a new bond and therefore the
rearrangement occurs via an intermediate with lower cross-link
density. In an associative DCN, the new bond formation
precedes dissociation of existing bonds and the cross-link
density does not decrease during the network rearrangement
process.8,9 The first reported DCN was based on a Diels−
Alder reaction, which allows network rearrangement via a
dissociative process.10 Subsequently, many DCNs have been
designed based on Diels−Alder and other pericyclic reactions
among which triazolinedione (TAD) chemistry is notable
because of its fast network rearrangement kinetics.11 Leibler
and co-workers were the first to report associative DCNs, also
known as “vitrimers”, based on catalyzed transesterification in
polyester-polyols.12 A series of contributions on transester-
ification-based vitrimers followed, mainly focused on tuning
material properties by varying the transesterification cata-

lyst.13−15 In view of the problems related to catalyst leaching,
current interest has shifted toward vitrimers which show bond
exchange without the aid of external catalysts. Dynamic
chemistries such as oxime-ester,16 boronic ester,17,18 silyl
ether19 exchange, vinylogous urethane transamination,20 and
transthioetherification21 have been implemented to obtain
catalyst free DCNs with excellent thermomechanical proper-
ties. Our group has recently introduced catalyst-free phosphate
triester transesterification as a dynamic covalent chemistry in
polymeric networks.22 Stress relaxation of the network at high
temperatures was comparable to that of previously reported
carboxylate ester networks but without the need for a catalyst.
Subsequent papers have reported flame retardant DCNs based
on phosphate esters,23 including an associative network based
on efficient β-hydroxy phosphate exchange,24 although the
chemistry and the mechanism of rearrangement were not
studied in detail.
A recent development in DCN research is the use of

neighboring group-assisted exchange reactions.25−28 These
reactions lead to relatively fast topological rearrangement via a
dissociative mechanism without the aid of external catalysts.
The rearrangement occurs through a high energy cyclic
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intermediate such that the equilibrium lies almost completely
toward the associated state and thus the material shows
vitrimer-like properties. The network integrity is maintained
during processing while viscous flow in the material is relatively
restricted. On the other hand, dissociative DCNs with strongly
temperature-dependent equilibrium constants are easily
reprocessed because network dissociation leads to low viscosity
at high temperature.29 However, network re-formation on
cooling is often slow and therefore re-establishment of the
network integrity can be an issue.8 A dissociative DCN with a
moderate temperature-dependence of the equilibrium con-
stant, with respect to the above extremes, might show
significant viscous flow under processing conditions while
maintaining a decent network integrity. These properties are
highly desirable for fast reprocessing of DCNs. To achieve
these properties in a catalyst-free DCN based on neighboring
group-assisted phosphate transesterification, we turned to
biological phosphate chemistry for inspiration.
A classic example of neighboring group participation in

biochemical reactions is the β-hydroxyl-mediated transester-
ification of the phosphate diester in RNA, yielding a 2′,3′ cyclic
phosphate diester. RNA ligation occurs via subsequent
transesterification on the 2′,3′ cyclic phosphate diester to
establish a 2′-5′ or 3′-5′ linkage (Figure 1a).30 These reactions

occur enzymatically on phosphate diesters at relatively low
temperatures. On the basis of this transesterification
mechanism, we designed a DCN based on β-hydroxyl-
mediated transesterification in phosphate triesters (Figure
1b), which has a higher reactivity than that of diesters in
nucleophilic substitutions.31 Recently, hydrolysis of β-hydroxy
phosphate triester containing polymers was shown to be very
fast.32 We use a simple one-step approach to synthesize a
polycaprolactone network incorporating phosphate triesters
with β-hydroxyl functionality (Figure 2a). The flow properties

of the network are studied in detail with shear rheology. The
material shows rapid rearrangement at relatively low temper-
atures of 60−120 °C, making the material eligible for fast
processing techniques such as extrusion. The mechanism of
network rearrangement is studied in detail with 31P solid-state
NMR (31P SSNMR) at variable temperature (VT).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A polymeric network was synthesized by reacting commercially
available polycaprolactone (PCL) triol (Mn = 1.93 kg/mol)
with ethylene glycol chlorophosphate in toluene in a 2:3 molar
ratio (Figure 2a). The reaction mixture was heated to 45 °C
for 30 min followed by 60 °C for 2 h, and residual HCl and
toluene were removed under vacuum at 100 °C for 18 h. The
product (PCL-PX) had a gel fraction, determined by extraction
with THF, of 75% and a swelling ratio of 4.3 by weight. The
static 31P SSNMR spectrum of PCL-PX at room temperature
had a single, relatively broad peak centered at −1.35 ppm
which is in the characteristic chemical shift region of aliphatic
phosphate triesters (Figure 2b). A second, smaller peak
around−7.28 ppm may be assigned to mixed anhydride
moieties formed in side reactions. The 31P SSNMR spectrum
acquired at 75 °C has more resolved peaks due to enhanced
chain mobility (see Supporting Information) and shows that
chemically nonequivalent phosphate triesters are present,
presumably different phosphate triesters with a varied number
of ethylene glycol and PCL ester links. The part of the peak
above 0 ppm indicates the presence of some phosphate diesters
with a β-hydroxyl group that can form as a result of hydrolysis.
The material was shaped into circular disks and rectangular

bars by compression molding at 100 °C for 25 min at a
pressure of 10 MPa followed by slow cooling to room
temperature under the same pressure (Figure 2c). The
reshapability of the network is a qualitative indication that
the material shows active bond exchange at higher temper-
atures. Isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on PCL-
PX at 100 °C shows that the material remains thermally robust
for processing at this temperature (see Supporting Informa-
tion).
Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) was

performed on PCL-PX under elongational deformation to
study its thermomechanical properties. The DMTA plot
showed three transitions (Figure 3a). The transition around
−40 °C is attributed to the glass transition. A second transition
around 45 °C corresponds to melting of PCL crystalline
domains within the network.33 These assignments have also
been confirmed with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
(see Supporting Information). Finally, above 110 °C a gradual
drop in the storage modulus indicates lowering of the cross-
link density, a typical feature for dissociative DCNs, which is
attributed to a shift of the equilibrium toward the dissociated
state. The reversibility of network dissociation was investigated
with DMTA under shear. The network was heated from 100
°C to 140 °C at 0.5 °C/min and then cooled back to 100 °C
following the same temperature ramp down. Upon heating, the
rubbery plateau modulus dropped from 5.4 × 104 Pa to 4.5 ×
104 Pa and within the experimental time was almost
completely recovered on cooling, to 5.3 × 104 Pa (Figure 3b).
The network rearrangement kinetics were probed further

with both step transient and oscillatory shear rheology. Stress
relaxation experiments were performed on compression-
molded PCL-PX samples at temperatures ranging from 80
°C to 160 °C under 1% strain (Figure 4a). At 160 °C, the

Figure 1. Illustration of (a) RNA self-cleavage through participation
of β-hydroxyl functionality, a reaction highly relevant in several
biochemical pathways. (b) Polymer chain cleavage at phosphate
triester links with β-hydroxyl functionality, a design inspired from
RNA structure.
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attained stress was completely relaxed within 300 s. Stress
relaxation was fitted satisfactorily with a stretched exponential
function normalized at 1 s (eq 1) (fit parameters in Table 1).34

The temperature dependence of the characteristic relaxation
time, obtained from the fit, follows Arrhenius behavior with an
activation energy of 68 kJ/mol (Figure 4b), significantly lower
than in the associative phosphate triester network previously
published by us, where the activation energy is 104.5 kJ/mol.22

The value of the stretch parameter β lies between 0.85 and 0.9
and indicates a similar narrow distribution of relaxation times
at all temperatures. Frequency sweep experiments under
oscillatory shear were performed at temperatures between
100 °C and 160 °C to probe the effects of bond exchange on

viscoelastic properties. The plateau storage modulus dropped
significantly from 0.1 MPa at 100 °C to 0.04 MPa at 160 °C,
indicative of network dissociation due to a shift in equilibrium
toward the dissociated state. Furthermore, at 140 °C and 160
°C, the storage moduli become frequency dependent at lower
frequencies and reach a crossover point with the loss modulus
around 0.02 rad·s−1 at 160 °C (Figure 4c). This indicates that
under those conditions, network rearrangement via bond
exchange gives rise to predominantly viscous behavior.
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Creep was tested both at low temperatures and at the
processing temperature using a parallel plate geometry under
104 Pa for 103 s (Figure 4d). A recovery step was also
introduced after creep to allow the material to recover from the
elastic strain. Therefore, the residual strain accounted for the
permanent deformation of the material which can be attributed
to the topology rearrangement. At 25 °C, PCL-PX is a
semicrystalline solid and shows a negligible creep with a
permanent deformation of 0.04%. Creep-recovery experiments
were also performed at 60 °C to test flow properties above the
melting point of PCL-PX. The material shows highly enhanced
elastic strain; however, the residual strain after recovery is low
at 1.4%. At 100 °C, which is also the material processing
temperature, PCL-PX shows considerable creep, reaching 21%
permanent deformation within 103 s under 104 Pa stress with a
strain rate of 0.023% s−1.
The thermomechanical properties indicate that in this

material, network rearrangement is dominated by a dissociative
process. Chemical insight into the network rearrangement
process was obtained from the network material directly.
Often, mechanistic studies on network rearrangements are
performed using model systems. However, the kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters for the bond exchange process in a
network may differ significantly from their values in model
compounds. We studied the exchange process in PCL-PX in
the bulk material with in situ variable temperature (VT) 31P
SSNMR spectroscopy. Upon heating from 60 °C to 120 °C,
two new peaks appear around 17 ppm next to the main peak at
−1.35 ppm. The peak at 16.84 ppm can be attributed to the
formation of cyclic phosphate triesters.35 A smaller peak at

Figure 2. (a) Reaction scheme for synthesis of PCL-PX. (b) 31P SSNMR spectrum of PCL-PX at room temperature. (c) Image showing PCL-PX
reprocessing by compression molding.

Figure 3. (a) DMTA on compression-molded PCL-PX sample under
elongation rheology at 3 °C/min and 1 Hz frequency. (b) DMTA
with heating and cooling run at 0.5 °C/min and 1 Hz frequency on
compression-molded PCL-PX sample under shear rheology.
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17.96 ppm probably represents formation of a small amount of
cyclic phosphate diester.36 At higher temperatures, these peaks
become larger (Figure 5a) and their intensity drops again on
cooling (Figure 5b). These results show that a dynamic
equilibrium exists between cyclic phosphate esters and ring-
opened phosphate esters. The cyclic phosphate triester
formation temporarily removes a cross-link from the network
and represents a dissociative mechanism for network
rearrangement (Figure 5c). Formation of the cyclic phosphate
ester is an endothermic process which is favored at high
temperatures. The concentration ratio between the cyclic
phosphate esters ([CP]) and ring-opened phosphate ester
([OP]) was calculated based on the VT 31P SSNMR spectra
obtained during the heating run (see Supporting Information).
The contribution from the phosphate diesters is expected to be
insignificant, and hence it was considered that the [CP]:[OP]
ratio is a fair representation of the relative number of
dissociated chains at a given temperature. Considering this,

ΔHo for the dissociation process was determined from the
temperature dependence of [CP]:[OP] using the Van’t Hoff
equation (see Supporting Information for details) and found to
be 35 kJ/mol.
Because the network rearrangement in PCL-PX is fast,

reprocessing via extrusion is possible at elevated temperatures.
PCL-PX granules were loaded in a twin screw compounder−
extruder. During the compounding, the torque dropped
significantly from 15.1 N m to 7.2 N m when the temperature
was increased from 70 °C to 120 °C (see Supporting
Information). The extrusion was performed at 120 °C under
50 rpm screw speed (Figure 6a-image i). The extrudate was
then cooled to room temperature (Figure 6a-image ii) and
sonicated in THF (a good solvent for PCL) for 30 min in an
ultrasonic bath. The extrudate maintained its shape after
sonication in THF which indicates that under the given
condition, the network particles underwent efficient sintering
(Figure 6a-image iii). Moreover, the gel fraction of the material
was retained (∼75% in THF at 20 °C) after the extrusion
process. 31P NMR was performed on the pristine material and
the extrudate by swelling the network in d6-DMSO. The results
show no significant change in the chemical nature of the
network material except for some exchange among the
phosphate triesters (Figure 6b).
As previously discussed, the network is reprocessable at 100

°C and the material is thermally stable at this temperature. The
limits of thermal stability and the reprocessing efficacy were
studied by performing cycles of stress relaxation on the same
PCL-PX sample. The results show identical stress relaxation
rates at least up to five cycles at 100 °C (Figure 7a). However,
repeated cycles of stress relaxation at 160 °C show a gradual

Figure 4. Shear rheology experiments on compression-molded PCL-PX samples. (a) Stress relaxation experiments under 1% strain with
temperature variation. Relaxation plots fitted with stretched exponential decay (eq 1) (yellow dashed lines). (b) Arrhenius plot using characteristic
relaxation times (τ) obtained from fit in plot a. (c) Frequency sweep experiments at different temperatures. (d) Creep-recovery experiments at
room temperature (magnified in the inset), 60 °C (∼15 °C above melting temperature) and 100 °C (processing temperature).

Table 1. Parameters Obtained from Fitting the Stress
Relaxation Plots of PCL-PX with Stretched Exponential
Functiona

temperature (°C) τ (s) β

80 3204 0.85
100 957 0.9
120 349 0.89
140 122 0.87
160 42 0.85

aτ: Characteristic relaxation time, β: stretch factor, indicative of the
distribution of relaxation times.
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decrease in stress relaxation rates in the consecutive cycles
(Figure 7b). In our previous report on phosphate triester-based
dynamic covalent networks, we showed that transesterification
via distant OH groups is significant at temperatures around
160 °C. The slower stress relaxation on the subsequent cycles
in PCL-PX at 160 °C can be attributed to loss of ethylene

glycol from the network via distant OH-mediated trans-
esterification (Figure 7c). Loss of ethylene glycol from the
network implies that some of the phosphate triester links are
devoid of β-hydroxyl functionality so neighboring assisted
transesterification is not possible anymore. Further, the
expulsion of ethylene glycol transforms a chain extension link
into a cross-link thus increasing the cross-link density. This
hypothesis was supported by a oscillatory shear experiment at
160 °C, that showed a gradual increase in storage modulus
over time (Figure 7d) and with concomitant proportional
weight loss as observed in isothermal TGA measurements at
160 °C (see Supporting Information). This observation re-
emphasizes the importance of the β-hydroxyl functionality for
the fast network rearrangement.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The use of β-hydroxyl-assisted transesterification in phosphate
triesters, inspired by RNA self-cleavage, results in a dissociative
dynamic network that shows an excellent balance between
mechanical integrity and processability. In contrast to the
associative dynamic network of Feng et al.,24 where the β-
hydroxyl functionality is part of the network, the pendant
hydroxyethyl group in PCL-PX results in a dissociative
network rearrangement via a cyclic phosphate triester
intermediate.
As a result of the neighboring group participation, exchange

kinetics, as probed through stress relaxation, are more than 100
times faster than in the phosphate triester network previously
published by us,22 while the activation energy for stress
relaxation drops from 104.5 kJ/mol in the associative
phosphate network to 68 kJ/mol in the dissociative system.
Fast kinetics ensure that after processing the cross-link density
is recovered rapidly on cooling.

Figure 5. VT 31P SSNMR spectra of PCL-PX during (a) heating and (b) cooling, showing reversible formation of cyclic phosphate triester at
higher temperatures. (c) Schematic illustration depicting the equilibrium between the associated state and the dissociated state of PCL-PX. (d)
Temperature dependence of the ratio between cyclic phosphate ester and ring-opened phosphate ester.

Figure 6. (a) Images showing (i) reprocessing via extrusion of PCL-
PX at 120 °C, (ii) the extrudate, (iii) extrudate retains shape after
sonication in THF for 30 min. (b) 31P NMR of pristine PCL-PX and
extrudate swollen in d6-DMSO.
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At processing temperatures, the dissociation of cross-links is
limited as the material shows Arrhenius behavior up to at least
160 °C, implying that relaxation is still determined by the bond
exchange kinetics under these conditions. On the other hand,
dissociation is sufficient to allow extrusion at a relatively low
temperature of 120 °C.
The activation energy of transesterification in PCL-PX (68

kJ/mol) is similar to other fast-exchanging dynamic covalent
chemistries such as vinylogous urethane transamination (60
kJ/mol), dioxaborolane metathesis (77 kJ/mol), and trans-
thioetherfication (63 kJ/mol). Fast exchanging networks often
show significant creep at application temperatures. Due to the
presence of the PCL crystalline domains below 45 °C, PCL-PX
has a high modulus and shows negligible creep at room
temperature. Even at 60 °C, well above its melting point, creep
is limited. Therefore, this chemistry does provide a relatively
wide temperature window for applications requiring low creep.
Incorporation of organophosphorus moieties imparts

interesting properties to polymeric materials, such as flame
retardancy,37−39 antifouling nature,40 and biodegradability.41,42

The current work shows that neighboring group participation
in phosphate triester DCNs results in efficient network
rearrangement and provides materials with excellent process-
ability. In combination with attractive hydrolytic properties of
β-hydroxy phosphate triesters and potential biocompatibility,
these networks provide opportunities for product fabrication
with additive manufacturing techniques such as fused
deposition modeling and selective laser sintering in biomedical
applications.
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